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INTRODUCTION: Sex chromosomes origi-

nate from ordinary autosomes. Ancient sex-

specific W or Y chromosomes, like that of 

female chicken or those of male mammals, 

usually have lost most functional genes, ow-

ing to a loss of recombination with their 

former homologs, the Z or X chromosomes. 

Such a recombination restriction occurred 

in a stepwise manner along most of the 

sex chromosomes in parallel in birds and 

mammals (creating so-called “evolutionary 

strata”), apart from small pseu-

doautosomal regions (PARs) that 

maintain recombination. Sex chro-

mosomes of some basal birds like 

ostrich and emu have exception-

ally large recombining PARs, but 

little is known about the genomic 

composition of most bird species’ 

sex chromosomes.

RATIONALE:  Here we use the 

newly available genomes of 17 spe-

cies spanning the entire avian phy-

logeny to decipher the genomic 

architecture and evolutionary his-

tory of bird sex chromosomes. We 

demarcate the PAR and the non-

recombining differentiated region 

between Z/W of each species by 

their different read depths relative 

to autosomes. We further assem-

ble numerous W-linked genomic 

regions, whose abundance and 

sequence divergence level with Z 

chromosome reflect their ages of 

recombination loss.

RESULTS: Surprisingly, we find 

that more than half of the stud-

ied species have a W chromosome 

that is not completely degener-

ated. Besides ostrich and emu, 

some Neognathae species like 

tropicbird and killdeer also have 
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long PARs. The nonrecombining regions 

between Z/W of many species exhibit a 

complex pattern of “evolutionary strata,” 

resulting from the suppression of recom-

bination in a stepwise and independent 

manner among some lineages. We conclude 

that the first evolutionary stratum that con-

tains the putative male-determining gene 

DMRT1 formed through a Z-linked chromo-

some inversion in an ancestor of all birds. 

This was followed by one stratum formed 

in the ancestor of Neognathae, one stratum 

in the ancestor of Neoaves, and indepen-

dent emergence of more recent strata in 

most species. Many W-linked genes have 

disrupted protein function or reduced gene 

expression, and the rate of functional decay 

significantly slows down in older strata. 

CONCLUSION: Our study uncovered an 

unexpected complexity of avian sex chro-

mosomes, due to the lineage-specific recom-

bin a t  i o n su p p r e s s io n s 

and different tempo of 

W degeneration. In con-

trast to mammals, some 

birds never experienced 

g l o b a l r e c o m b i n a t i o n 

a r r e s t, or d i f f e r e n t i a t e 

at a very low rate between Z/W even after 

the recombination loss. This may relate 

to different intensities of sexual selection 

across bird species and explain their lack 

of a general chromosome-wide dosage com-

pensation mechanism. ■ 
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Evolutionary strata of avian sex chromosomes. Bird sex chromosomes suppressed homologous re-

combination through shared or lineage-specif c chromosomal inversions. Each def nes an “evolutionary 

stratum” that exhibits a distinctive level of Z/W sequence divergence from neighboring strata. We demar-

cated and dated each stratum and show that bird sex chromosomes harbor great diversity regarding the 

lengths of recombining regions (green bars with crosses), or the degree of Z/W dif erentiation (scaled 

from gray to black). 
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Complex evolutionary trajectories of
sex chromosomes across bird taxa
Qi Zhou,1*† Jilin Zhang,2* Doris Bachtrog,1* Na An,2 Quanfei Huang,2 Erich D. Jarvis,3

M. Thomas P. Gilbert,4,5 Guojie Zhang2,6†

Sex-specific chromosomes, like the W of most female birds and the Y of male mammals,
usually have lost most genes owing to a lack of recombination. We analyze newly available
genomes of 17 bird species representing the avian phylogenetic range, and find that more
than half of them do not have as fully degenerated W chromosomes as that of chicken.
We show that avian sex chromosomes harbor tremendous diversity among species in their
composition of pseudoautosomal regions and degree of Z/W differentiation. Punctuated
events of shared or lineage-specific recombination suppression have produced a gradient
of “evolutionary strata” along the Z chromosome, which initiates from the putative avian
sex-determining gene DMRT1 and ends at the pseudoautosomal region. W-linked genes
are subject to ongoing functional decay after recombination was suppressed, and the
tempo of degeneration slows down in older strata. Overall, we unveil a complex history
of avian sex chromosome evolution.

I
n many species with separate sexes, sex is
determined by a pair of heteromorphic sex
chromosomes that differ in their size, mor-
phology, and gene content. Mammals have
male heterogametic sex chromosomes (XX

in female, XY in male), whereas birds have fe-
male heterogametic sex chromosomes (ZW in
female and ZZ inmale) (1). Both sex systems have
originated independently from different ances-
tral autosomes after the two lineages diverged
more than 300million years ago (Ma) (1–4), yet
they share many common features with respect
to their genomic composition and evolutionary
history. Most regions of mammalian Y or avian
W chromosomes (chrW) lack recombination ex-
cept for the pseudoautosomal regions (PARs) that
are shared between X and Y, or Z and W, and
which encompass only 2% of the human X (5).
The nonrecombining region of the Y/W usually
has lost almost all functional genes present on
the ancestral chromosome except for a few loci,
often with sex-specific functions (6), and Y/W
chromosomes are often largely composed of re-
petitive and epigenetically silenced (heterochro-
matic) DNA (7). Recombination suppression
is thought to follow the origination of a sex-
determining locus and may initially encompass
only a small chromosomal segment surrounding

that locus, but then progressively spreads along
Y or W chromosomes, possibly owing to the ac-
cumulation of sexually antagonistic alleles at
PARs that benefit one sex but harm the other
(8). Chicken and human sex chromosomes have
in parallel evolved recombination suppression
in a stepwise manner, manifested as “evolution-
ary strata” with a gradient of ages. Each stratum
is characterized by a distinct range of levels of
sequence homology between the remaining XY
or ZW gene pairs, reflecting the punctuated evo-
lutionary time points when recombination be-
tween the sex chromosomes ceased (9, 10). To
date, genomic sequences of 10 mammalian spe-
cies’Y chromosomes have beendetermined (11, 12),
and the human Y was found to have five strata
(5) probably resulting from Y-linked inversions
(13), of which three are shared among all Euthe-
rian mammals (4, 14). No complete avian chrW
has been sequenced, but partial annotation of
W-linked genes in chicken (Gallus gallus) (15)
implied that there are at least three strata (10, 16),
and some may have formed independently in
different avian lineages (17–20).
A recent investigation of the karyotype of 200

avian species revealed great variation in the size
and morphology of chrW, sometimes even be-
tween closely related species (21), suggesting a
dynamic evolutionary history of bird sex chro-
mosomes. Living birds consist of two sister line-
ages, the Palaeognathae (flightless ratites and
Tinamous) and theNeognathae, which themselves
consist of two major lineages, the Galloanserae
(land andwater fowls) and theNeoaves (all other
neognaths). Neoaves are derived from an ancient
species radiation and comprise more than 95%
of all avian species (22, 23). Karyotyping suggests
thatmost ratite paleognaths, like ostrich (Struthio
camelus) and emu (Dromaius novaehollandiae),
have homomorphic sex chromosomeswith exten-
sive recombining and euchromatic PARs that
resemble the ancestral state (24–26). In contrast,
their sister group Tinamous shows interspecif-

ic variation in sizes and locations of PARs (27).
Whether all Neognathae species have an almost
completely degenerated chrW similar to that of
chicken (28) is unknown. Here, we analyzed fe-
male genomes of 17 bird species newly generated
by the AvianGenomics Consortium that span the
avian taxonomic diversity (23, 29), in order to
unveil the broad evolutionary history of bird ZW
chromosomes.

Results

Avian sex chromosomes have
different lengths of PAR

We collected genome sequences of three Palae-
ognathae (ostrich, emu, white-throated tinamou),
oneGalloanserae (Pekin duck) (30), and 13Neoaves
species, including a representative of the sister
lineage to all other Neoaves (brownmesite), the
Caprimulgiformes (Anna’s hummingbird and
chimney swift), core waterbirds (crested ibis to
white-tailed tropicbird), and core landbirds (ri-
fleman to woodpecker) (29) (Fig. 1 and table S1).
For three species—chicken, emu, and crested ibis
—we analyzed sequence data of both sexes (31–33).
We additionally improved the ostrich draft ge-
nome to a chromosome assembly with optical
mapping (34) (N50: 17.7 Mb, table S2). Compar-
ative cytogeneticmapping and genome sequence
analysis show that there are very few interchro-
mosomal rearrangements among bird species
(35–38); thus, we anchored genome scaffold se-
quences of the remaining species using the ostrich
Z chromosome (chrZ) for all Palaeognathae and
chicken Z for all Neognathae (3).
To distinguish between the recombining PAR

(that has nearly identical sequences between
chrZ and chrW) and the region lacking recombi-
nation (that has become differentiated between
chrZ and chrW) along the sex chromosome, we
developed an approach that involves examina-
tion of read sequencing depth along chrZ (34).
Although most sequences in the female-specific
W-linked region may have lost almost all homol-
ogy with chrZ, some ZW homolog pairs (often
called gametologs)may remain.However,W-linked
regions are probably too divergent to allow
short sequencing reads derived from them [100
base pairs (bp) long in this study] to align with
their Z homologs, especially if they are from
more ancient strata. Consequently, PARs will
show a level of read depth similar to that of
autosomes, whereas differentiated regions will
have only half the mapped read coverage depth
in females (Fig. 1).
Based on this principle, we find evidence of ex-

treme differences in the length of the PAR versus
differentiated region on sex chromosomes across
species (Fig. 1 and Table 1), in contrast to a lack of
such variation in coverage from autosomes (fig.
S1). The putative avian male sex-determining
gene DMRT1 (39) always resides in the differ-
entiated region in all species, consistent with it
being the initial seed for progressive recombina-
tion suppression (Fig. 1). However, the size of the
PAR varies substantially among species (Table 1).
In Palaeognathae, at least two-thirds of chrZ of
ostrich and emu are pseudoautosomal and still
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recombine with chrW, in contrast to only 1% of
chrZofwhite-throated tinamou (Tinamusguttatus)
being PAR (Fig. 1 and Table 1). We confirm that
we have identified the true PAR in ostrich, as we
find that eight genes that have been cytologically
mapped to both chrZ and chrW (26) are appro-
priately distributed along our assembled ostrich
chrZ (Fig. 1). Whereas most Neognathae have re-
stricted recombination between their sex chro-
mosomes into only a very short terminal PAR
(Fig. 1 and fig. S2), unexpectedly two Neoavian
species, killdeer (Charadrius vociferus) andwhite-
tailed tropicbird (Phaethon lepturus), retain PARs
of considerable length, encompassing between
5 and 9% of their chrZ (Table 1). Thus, unlike
chicken (40), some Neognathae chrW can pair
and recombine with chrZ through a sizable PAR.
This also indicates that recombination suppres-
sion in the genomic segment adjacent to the PAR
has evolved independently in at least some bird
lineages (see below).
To further quantify Z/Wdivergence levels with-

in the differentiated region, we searched for
assembled W-linked sequences longer than 1 kb,
which allow better alignments with chrZ than
the raw reads. W gametologs may be embedded
within repetitive DNA that cannot be readily as-
sembled into large scaffolds, but unique segments
of a species’ chrW are expected to assemble into

fragmented scaffold sequences separate from those
of chrZ. If these W-segments are only differen-
tiated to a moderate degree, they may have re-
tained sufficient sequence homology to map to
the differentiated region along chrZ. Using this
approach, we identified candidateW-linked scaf-
folds up to 25% of the homologous chrZ length
with low background mapping to autosomes, in-
dicating effective discrimination from random
fragments (34) (fig. S1). We identify abundant
W-linked sequences from all three Palaeognathae
species, one of the two Galloanserae species and
in five of the Neoaves (Table 1 and table S3), and
many fewer candidateW-derived fragmentshomol-
ogous to chrZs in chicken and the remaining
Neoaves species (Fig. 1 and fig. S2).
Comparison of read depths between the two

sexes in chicken, crested ibis, and emu verified
that the candidateW-linked scaffolds are specific
to females (figs. S3 and S4). Additionally, most of
the candidate W-linked scaffolds of chicken ex-
clusively align toW-linked or unmapped (chrUn)
fragments of the reference chicken genome derived
from Sanger sequencing (fig. S5). These results
together confirmed that we have identified truly
W-linked scaffolds. We further annotated genes
in theseW-derived scaffolds, ranging from 24 in
the Pekin duck to 55 in ostrich and 198 in the
white-throated tinamou (Table 1 and table S4),

compared to 26 and 14W-linked genes previously
annotated through transcriptome sequencing in
chicken and ostrich, respectively (figs. S6 and 7
and table S5) (15, 41). Some W-linked genes may
be missing or fragmented (table S5), if they are
highly enriched for transposable elements or too
similar to their Z-linked homologs in sequence.
Nevertheless, we found the coding sequence
lengths of the Z/W gene pairs identified in this
work to generally correlate well with those of
their chicken Z-linked orthologs (fig. S8). This in-
dicates that, although our current chrW genome
assemblies are interrupted by highly repetitive
noncoding regions, they contain substantial amounts
of coding regions of genes. Overall, we find that
avian chrWs show great variation in their degree
of degeneration, and more than one-third of the
sampled Neognathae species harbor chrWs that
are not as fully degenerated as that of chicken
(fig. S2).

Evolutionary strata
of Palaeognathae species

The identified W-linked fragments are stratified
by differences in their occurrences and alignment
identities along chrZ (figs. S9 and S10), exhibit-
ing patterns of evolutionary strata. This provides
evidence that, similar to those of mammals (4),
avian sex chromosomes suppressed recombination
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Fig. 1. Evolutionary strata of avian sex chromosomes. We present evolu-
tionary strata patterns of investigated bird species with partially degenerated
chrW, except for chicken and chimney swift as comparison, together with their
revised phylogeny (23). A full pattern for all the investigated species is presented
in fig. S2 and summarized in fig. S23. chrZs of tinamou and emu are ordered and
scaled to the same length as that of ostrich, and all others to that of chicken.
Each avian species includes three color-coded tracks from top to bottom:
(i) female read depth of chrZ,where PAR is shown in green, differentiated region
without recombination between Z/W in blue, and assembly gaps as blanks; (ii)
pairwise alignment identities between Z/Wplotted from 100% identical (red)
to 70% identical (blue); and (iii) female read depth of W-linked sequence

fragments, color-coded the same as (i). We labeled regions of each stratum at
the bottom: “S0”corresponds to themost ancient evolutionary stratum0 that is
shared by all the species,while the younger strata are abbreviated as S1, S2, etc.
Note that different species may not share the same S1, S2, and S3; and part of
S0 (25 to 35 Mb in the figure) has been reshuffled because of chromosome
inversions that occurred in the ancestor of Neognathae (Fig. 3 and fig. S15).The
blank region around 75 to 85 Mb corresponds to a chicken-specific ampli-
fication of testis gene clusters (3) (table S7).We also labeled genes previously
used for cytologicalmapping (26) and the reported S0 geneKCMF1 (4) (traced
through the phylogeny with blue dotted lines), as well as the putative male
sex-determining gene DMRT1 (traced with the dotted red line) (39).
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through a series of punctuated events (10, 16, 17).
The strata present a gradient of ages, reflected
by higher levels of sequence homology between
chrW and chrZ sequences as one moves toward
the PAR (Fig. 1 and figs. S9 to S11). The putative
male sex-determining gene of birds,DMRT1 (39),
is locatedwithin the first stratum (we denote this
region as stratum S0) that evolved in the ances-
tor of all extant birds, around 100 (98 to 108) Ma
(23). This is supported by a lack of abundant as-
sembled W-linked fragments due to the ancient
origin of S0, and also DMRT1’s close linkage in
our new ostrich genome assembly to KCMF1
(Fig. 1), which was also characterized as an S0
gene by an independent study through transcrip-
tome sequencing (4). The boundaries of S0 can
still be clearly traced by the nearby stratum in
ostrich and emu (Fig. 1), both of which havemain-
tained themost ancestral state of sex chromosome
differentiation among the studied birds and
share 90% of their Z-linked gene content of S0
(Fig. 2A).
Maximum-likelihood trees constructed with

multiple S0 genes (including KCMF1) show that
Z-linked gametologs of Palaeognathae andNeog-
nathae cluster with each other by species rather
than with their W-linked gametologs (fig. S12),
confirming that recombination between chrZ and
chrW at S0 was abolished in the common ances-
tor of all birds (17) (Fig. 2A and fig. S12). Consist-
ent with their postulated ancient origin, almost
no W-linked genes were identified within the or-
thologous region of S0 in all the studied spe-
cies (Table 1), the exception being emu, whose
W-linked S0 region has not completely degen-
erated (23, 31). All residual W-linked fragments

within emu S0 show similar levels of divergence
from their homologous chrZ sequences (fig. S9),
suggesting that they stopped recombining at the
same time.
Adjacent to the S0 stratum, we identified one

additional stratum (S1) in ostrich and emu, and
at least two strata (S1 and S2) in thewhite-throated
tinamou. In contrast to S0, S1 spans different
regions in each of the three paleognaths: Each
species shares less than 50% of its S1 gene con-
tent with the other two (Fig. 2B), and S2 is spe-
cific to tinamou, whose orthologous region in the
ostrich and emu is PAR (Figs. 1 and 2C). This in-
dicates that these younger strata formed inde-
pendently in these three anciently diverged species.
A small segment of the ostrich PAR is embedded
within the inferred emu S1, which suggests a
chromosomal rearrangement between these two
birds (Fig. 1). Molecular clock dating with Z/W di-
vergence levels at silent sites suggests that stratum
S1 of ostrich formed about 75 (34 to 193) Ma and
that of emu formed about 23 (11 to 59) Ma, and
their sex chromosomes have maintained their
current PARs ever since (table S6). White-
throated tinamou has a much smaller PAR
due to two separate strata that formed about
50 (21 to 95) Ma and 29 (7 to 82) Ma (table S6),
after its divergence with ostrich about 58 to 95
Ma (23). Thus, common and lineage-specific
events characterize sex chromosome evolution in
Palaeognathae birds.

Evolutionary strata of Neognathae species

In comparison, Neognathae species exhibit either
three or four strata along their sex chromosomes
(Fig. 1). We infer that the oldest Neognathae-

specific stratum S1 formed in an ancestor of all
Neognathae adjacent to the S0 region described
above (Fig. 1). We also recovered W-linked se-
quence fragments within this stratum by reor-
dering them against the ostrich chrZ as a proxy
for the proto-Z (fig. S13). Consistent with its an-
cestral emergence and previous results in chicken
(16), Neognathae S1 harbors almost no identifi-
ableW-linked fragments or genes inGalloanserae,
and we find only few W-linked fragments with
low sequence identities versus chrZ in Neoaves
(figs. S9 and S10). The low density of W frag-
ments within Neognathae S1 hampers us from
determining the exact genomic boundaries of
this stratum, but phylogenetic trees constructed
from Z/W gametologs of S1 confirm that this
stratum is shared among all Neognathae (Fig. 2D
and fig. S14). Three Z/W gene pairs, SPIN,HINT,
and CHD1, which were previously inferred to
have stopped recombining before the Neoaves–
Galloanserae split (17), are consistently included
within the S1 region of Neognathae, despite the
shuffling of gene order due to chromosomal re-
arrangements (fig. S15). By scaling the Z/Wdiver-
gence level in noncoding regions to that of S2
(see below), we estimate that Neognathae S1 was
formed about 71 to 119 Ma, which is consistent
with its formation before the inferred split be-
tween Neoaves–Galloanserae about 83 to 94 Ma
(23) (table S6).
Adjacent to S1, we identify a younger Neogna-

thae stratum S2 that spans a similar region in all
Neognathae (Fig. 1), but Z/W gametologs within
this region cluster by lineage rather than by chro-
mosomes (Fig. 2E and fig. S16), suggesting the
Galliformes (chicken), Anseriformes (Pekin duck),
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Table 1. Age and gene content of avian evolutionary strata.

Stratum Species Ostrich Emu
White-throated

tinamou
Pekin
duck

Brown
mesite

Killdeer
White-tailed
tropicbird

Crested
ibis

Barn
owl

S0 Age (My)* 102
Z-linked genes 247 224 244 154 137 96 157 182 151
W-linked genes† 0 6/8 0 0 1/1 0/0 2/3 5/4 1/2
W/Z length (Mb) 0/21.4 1.2/19.8 0/18.3 0.01/32.5 0.2/18.4 0.1/31.9 0.8/20.9 0.8/28.5 0.3/19.4

S1‡ Age (My) 75 23 50 71–119
Z-linked genes 108 21 201 333 236 400 246 267 211
W-linked genes 36/19 0/0 21/9 0/4 7/3 1/1 10/10 8/5 5/4
W/Z length (Mb) 5.1/10.6 0.3/3.6 1.2/17.7 0.09/16.9 0.08/25.0 0.06/20.3 0.2/26.7 0.5/23.8 0.09/26.8

S2 Age (My)

PAR

29 92 69
Z-linked genes 461 237 256 279 224 229 203
W-linked genes 94/74 14/9 23/8 27/11 37/19 33/32 12/10
W/Z length (Mb) 16.6/35.1 0.5/17.7 1.6/19.8 2.2/21.2 5.0/19.1 6.3/20.0 1.7/17.8

S3 Age (My)

PAR PAR

60 47 45

PAR

53 50
Z-linked genes 96 21 24 25 36
W-linked genes 13/5 7/3 3/3 2/1 5/2
W/Z length (Mb) 1.3/8.3 1.5/3.7 2.4/4.7 0.6/3.2 1.1/6.2

PAR Z-linked genes 718 619 12 18 19 37 55 8 13
Z lengths (Mb) 63.6 65.5 0.7 1.05 0.7 4.2 6.6 0.4 0.9

Total W/Z genes 55/1073 14/864 198/918 45/848 53/669 46/836 81/682 90/711 41/614
W/Z lengths 5.1/95.6 1.6/88.9 17.9/71.9 1.9/76.5 3.4/67.7 4.7/82.4 6.0/73.2 8.3/75.9 3.3/71.1

*Ages (My, millions of years) were estimated based on Z/W noncoding sequence divergence level with the assumption of a molecular clock except for stratum S0
and Neoaves S2. Confidence intervals for the ages are shown in table S6. Note that strata with the same number are not necessarily shared among different
species. † Number of genes with intact ORFs or disrupted ORFs on the W chromosome. ‡ Boundaries of stratum S0/S1 may not be accurate owing to the
low number of identifiable W-linked sequences.



and Neoaves may have each independently
formed stratum S2, after the shared origination
of S1. On the basis of either the proposed diver-
gence times between these lineages (23) or from
Z/W sequence divergence level in noncoding re-
gions, we estimate that the duck stratum S2
arose 68 (18 to 127)Ma and that of Neoaves arose
69 (66 to 72) Ma (table S6), whereas the chicken
S2 was previously estimated to have arisen 34 to
54 Ma (16).
One Neoaves species, the white-tailed tropic-

bird, seems to have experienced no further recom-
bination suppressions after stratum S2, and its
current PAR appears to be comparable to the
Neoaves ancestor PAR (Fig. 1). By contrast, or-
thologs of tropicbird PAR genes are located in

differentiated regions of all the other Neoaves,
including brown mesite (Mesitornis unicolor),
suggesting that the youngest stratum S3 evolved
independently in different lineages. Indeed, only
five genes overlap between the different S3 re-
gions (Fig. 2F), and Z-linked genes from S3 clus-
ter with W-linked gametologs from the same
species and not with Z-linked orthologs of other
species (Fig. 2F and fig. S17). Two Z/W gene pairs
within the S3 region, ATP5A1 and UBAP2, were
previously shown to have suppressed recombi-
nation independently among different bird spe-
cies (17). Together, these results indicate that
recombination in S3 ceased in some lineages
after the Neoaves species radiation, and we es-
timate that S3 emerged at different time points

in different lineages (between 45 and 53 Ma;
Table 1 and table S6), by scaling its Z/W diver-
gence level at noncoding regions to that of
Neoaves S2.

Putative Z- and W-linked inversions
causing recombination suppression

Recombination suppression at evolutionary strata
may have been mediated by chromosomal inver-
sions, as has been suggested for mammals (9, 13).
Genomic comparison of four avian species with
de novo assembled genomes against the reptile
outgroups green anole lizard (Anolis carolinensis)
(42) and boa snake (Boa constrictor) (43) (Fig. 3
and fig. S18) allow us to infer the presence of
inversions on chrZ and further inform on the
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Fig. 2. Emergence of evolutionary strata in different avian lineages.
Shown areVenn diagrams of overlapping gene content between orthologous
strata of different Palaeognathae (A to C) and Neognathae (D to F) species.
To the right of each diagram is a maximum-likelihood tree for a specific
example gene constructed from Z- and W-linked gametologs of that stra-
tum. Additional trees supporting the inference of a certain stratum’s age are
shown in the figs. S12, S14, S16, and S17.The tree is constructed with ostrich
or green anole lizard as outgroup, with 100 bootstraps. A pattern in which Z

gametologs are grouped together by species indicates that Z/W recombi-
nation was suppressed before their speciation, whereas clustering of Z and
W gametologs of the same species indicates that Z/W recombination was
suppressed after the speciation event. “Palaeognathae PAR” shows the num-
ber of genes that overlapped between ostrich PAR, emu PAR, and tinamou
stratum S2. “Neoaves S3” shows the overlapped gene content between
tropicbird PAR versus S3 of four other Neoaves species: killdeer, brownmesite,
crested ibis, and barn owl.
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formation paths of evolutionary strata in birds.
Both cytogenetic mapping (44) and our genomic
comparison have shown that ostrich has main-
tained the most ancestral gene synteny relative
to other avian species with only a few intrachro-
mosomal rearrangements (Fig. 3). We specifically
compared gene synteny spanning the ostrich
S0 with the assembled genomes of green anole
lizard and boa snake and to cytogenetic data
from three other reptiles (rat snake, gecko lizard,
Chinese soft-shelled turtle) (45), and identified a
chromosomal inversion on ostrich chrZ relative
to reptiles, which are all collinear within their
orthologous regions on the corresponding auto-
some (fig. S18). This suggests that an inversion
on the proto-Z abolished recombination between
chrZ and chrW at S0 in an ancestor of all birds.
Gene content and synteny within the ostrich S1
region is largely conserved between the green
anole lizard and ostrich, suggesting that a puta-
tive inversion creating the ostrich-specific S1 stra-
tum must have occurred on chrW (Fig. 3).
Multiple genomic rearrangementswithinNeog-

nathae S0 and S1 regions among Neognathae
species preclude us from inferring the origin of
Neognathae S1 (figs. S13 and S15). However, both
cytogenetic (35) and genomic mapping (Fig. 3)
place DMRT1 close to the telomere of Palaeog-
nathae chrZ but in the middle of chrZ for most
other Neognathae species. This suggests that at
least one Z-linked inversion, whichmay have been
associated with the formation of Neognathae S1,
has relocatedDMRT1 in the ancestor of all Neog-
nathae. This putative inversion has shuffled part
of the oldest stratum S0 containing DMRT1 in
between the younger strata Neoaves S2 and S1 in
chicken (Fig. 3 and fig. S15), which explains why

DMRT1was placed in a more recent stratum in a
previous study using chicken Z chromosome co-
ordinates as reference (fig. S15) (16). Gene syn-
teny is to a large extent conserved across species
within both S2 and S3 (Fig. 3 and figs. S18 and
S19). This suggests that if inversions are respon-
sible for recombination suppression between chrZ
and chrW at S2 and S3, they originated on chrW.

Tempo of W degeneration in birds

Once recombination is suppressed between chrW
and chrZ, the functions of W-linked genes are
expected to decay (6). Y chromosome genome
and transcriptome sequencing of 15 mammals
has shown a loss of more than 95% of all genes
hypothesized to have been present on the an-
cestral Y of each lineage (4, 12). In contrast, we
find extensive heterogeneity across birds in
levels of W degeneration, as measured by the
proportion of residual W-linked genes or se-
quences relative to their Z-linked homologs
(Table 1). Heterogeneity in W degeneration is
found not only between species groups whose
strata evolved independently (e.g., Paleognathae
versus Neognathae), but also within homologous
strata dating back to a common ancestor, and
which therefore have carried the same ancestral
gene content and underwent degeneration for
the same length of time (Fig. 1 and Table 1). This
is exemplified by the W-linked region of Neo-
aves stratum S2 having become almost com-
pletely differentiated and lost nearly all genes in
8 out of 13 Neoaves species (fig. S2), whereas
tropicbird and crested ibis have retained at least
20% of their ancestral W-linked genes relative to
the homologous Z-linked regions (Table 1).
Within each stratum, we estimate that chrWs

of different species have lost 52 to 95% of their
ancestral gene content (Fig. 4, A to G), which
may be an overestimate owing to difficulties in
assembling W gametologs within highly re-
petitive regions (figs. S6 and S7). Functional decay
is also apparent at assembled W gametologs
that are present in the nonrecombining region
of chrW (46): We find that about 26 to 50% of
W-linked genes within each stratum have likely
become pseudogenes, owing to the accumula-
tion of premature stop codons and/or frame-shift
mutations (Fig. 4, A to G). In addition, W-linked
genes in all species consistently show signifi-
cantly higher rates of protein evolution than
their Z-linked gametologs (comparing pair-
wise rates versus chicken; Wilcoxon test: P <
0.05, fig. S20), indicating that they experience
less efficient purifying selection on the nonrecom-
bining chrW than the Z gametologs (46, 47).
Disablingmutations may have also accumulated
in regulatory regions:W-linked gametologswithin
the differentiated region of ostrich, emu, and
duck are expressed at a significantly lower level
than both their Z-linked gametologs and lizard
orthologs (Wilcoxon test, P < 0.05, Fig. 4H and fig.
S21) in different tissues, and W gametologs with
disrupted open reading frames are down-regulated
even more (fig. S22).
Older strata generally have lostmoreW-linked

genes (Fig. 4, A to G), yet we find a significant
negative correlation between the rate of gene
loss (measured as percent of gene loss per mil-
lion years) versus the age of stratum in birds (R2 =
0.87, Pearson’s test P-value = 2.87 × 10−12, Fig. 4I),
similar to those seen in mammalian and chicken
strata (12, 16, 49). Thus, older strata appear to
lose genes at a lower rate in both clades,
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Fig. 3. Gene synteny within avian evolutionary strata.Mapped is the evolutionary strata gene synteny between sequenced reptile (boa and lizard) and avian
species. Each line connects a pair of orthologous genes between species, and different colors of lines represent different strata of genes: S0 (gray), ostrich S1
(yellow), Neognathae S1 (brown), Neoaves S2 (orange), DMRT1 (red). Genomic regions encompassing S0 and S1 have experienced multiple inversions across
different species, relocating DMRT1 to the middle of the Z chromosome after the divergence between Neognathae and Palaeognathae. In contrast, genomic
regions within Neoaves S2 and S3 show high level of syntenic conservation across species.



regardless of their different types of sex chromo-
some inheritance. This matches theoretical pre-
dictions that interference effects between linked
loci (Hill-Robertson effects), which are ultimately

driving Y/W degradation, diminish over evolu-
tionary time owing to the decrease in the number
of functional genes that are targets for selection
in older strata (49).

Discussion
Our results (Fig. 1, summarized in fig. S23) allow
us to reconstruct a likely evolutionary forma-
tion trajectory of avian sex chromosome strata
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Fig. 4. Evolution of avian W-linked genes. (A to G) For each stratum of the
example species, we show a pie chart of gene composition on the W with
regards to whether their open reading frames (ORFs) are predicted to be
intact or not.The x axis is the estimated age, and y axis is the Z/Wdivergence
level of each stratum. Within each pie chart, we show W-linked genes that
cannot be found within the assembled sequences (gray), genes with dis-
rupted ORFs that contain premature stop codons or frameshift mutations
(blue), and genes with intact ORFs (red). Note that the number of missing
genes may be overestimated, owing to the difficulty of assembling W-linked

genes surrounded by repetitive sequences. (H) Comparison of gene ex-
pression between Z and W linked gametologs in ostrich brain and liver
samples, relative to their autosomal lizard orthologs. We show significance
level of Wilcoxon test comparing the gametolog expression versus that of
lizard (**P < 0.01). Wgametologs show a significant down-regulation of gene
expression. (I) Correlation between gene loss rate and age of stratum. Each
data point represents a stratum of a certain bird species (dot) in Fig. 1 or
human (triangle). The data for the human Y chromosome are derived from
(49, 51).
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(detailed in Fig. 5). We hypothesize that genetic
sex determination involving DMRT1 originated
in an ancestor of all birds, and aZ-linked inversion
suppressing recombination between chrZ and
chrW may have been selected by the accumu-
lation of sexually antagonistic alleles nearby
DMRT1, forming S0, the only stratum shared
among all bird species. This event was followed
by numerous independent inversions along the
proto–sex chromosome pair accompanying var-
ious speciation events. Each event resulted in
spreading recombination suppression across ge-
nomic regions adjacent to the non-recombining
region and decreasing the size of the PAR. Sep-
arate evolutionary strata emerged among the
different Palaeognathae species. We propose that
Neognathae stratum S1 emerged in the ancestor
of Neognathae, possibly involving the trans-
location of the Z-linked DMRT1 gene toward the
center of the Z chromosome. This was followed
by the independent formation of stratum S2 in
Galliformes, Anseriformes, and the ancestor of
Neoaves. Finally some, but not all, Neognathae
lineages formed independent S3 strata.
Several general patterns also emerge from com-

paring the evolutionary history of avian andmam-
malian sex chromosomes. Unlike in mammals,

no sex-autosome fusions contributed to the forma-
tion of ancestral avian evolutionary strata, but
recombination became abolished in a similar
stepwise manner in both birds and mammals.
The observation that recombination suppres-
sion gradually spreads outwards from the re-
gion containing the putative sex-determining
gene DMRT1 (Fig. 1 and fig. S9) in birds mimics
patterns of strata formation in mammals, where
the oldest stratum contains the sex-determining
SRY gene. We infer that if inversions caused re-
combination suppression in birds, they must
have occurred on both the Z andW chromosomes
(Fig. 5). In contrast, all the inversions suppressing
recombination in mammals probably occurred
on the Y (13).
This different pattern is consistent with amod-

el in which sexual antagonism drives the evolu-
tion of suppressed recombination between sex
chromosomes (8, 50). Assuming that most sexual
antagonism is caused by sexual selection inmales,
alleles that are beneficial tomales but detrimental
to females may be more common than female-
beneficial male-detrimental mutations (8, 50). In
XY systems, Y-linked inversions that trap such
male-beneficial female-detrimental alleles into
themale-limited region along the Ywill be imme-

diately selected for. In ZW systems, however,
neither Z- nor W-linked inversions can restrict
such alleles to males, but either can be favored
by preventingmale-beneficial sexual antagonistic
alleles from recombining onto the female-specific
W chromosome. In the chicken, male function
genes are accumulating on the Z chromosome,
including a large array of testis-expressed genes
termed “Z amplicons” (3), providing empirical sup-
port for the accumulation of sex-specific genes
along the sex chromosomes (table S7).
In conclusion, our results provide a detailed

view of the evolutionary history of avian sex chro-
mosomes, involving both shared and lineage-
specific recombination suppression events. These
events differ by their emergence times, the ge-
nomic regions spanned, and the tempo of Z/W
differentiation within the affected region, which
together underlie the diversity of avian sex chro-
mosome composition. Even within homologous
strata of the same age and size, we find marked
variation in the extent to which they have lost
theirW-linked genes in different lineages. It is not
entirely clear why rates of avian sex chromosome
evolution should differ so dramatically, and
whether, or to what extent, this can be attributed
to sexual selection, which is widely manifested
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Fig. 5. Hypothesized formation scenarios of avian evolutionary strata. We designate DMRT1 on the chromosome with the red bar, and homologous
recombination between proto–sex chromosomes at PAR (in green) with intersecting lines. Gray or black regions on the W chromosome represent the female-
specific region lacking recombination, with darker color representing higher level of differentiation between Z/W.We also show inferred Z- or W-linked inversions
that have led to the formation of certain evolutionary strata on the tree.



in birds. Surprisingly, several Neognathae species
have retained a large number of genes within the
nonrecombining segment of theirWchromosome
(Table 1), contrary to the general assumption that
ancient sex-linked regions invariably degenerate
almost completely.
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